8:45-9:15
Registration and coffee

9:15-9:30
Opening remarks

9:30-10:30
**Rose McCabe** (Barts & London School of Medicine)
Is psychiatry psychotherapeutic?

10:30-10:45
COFFEE

10:45-11:15
**Marco Pino** (University of Verona)
Epistemic struggles in Therapeutic Community treatment

11:15-11:45
**Vasiliki Chrysikou** (Loughborough University)
The use of appreciative language as a way of accomplishing opposition in psychotherapeutic interaction

11:45-12:15
**Arjana Kaza & Marilena Fatigante** (Sapienza University of Rome)
"It's his mother who induced him to do that...": lay and expert explanations of behaviour in couple psychotherapy

12:15-13:15
LUNCH

13:15-13:45
**Nataliya Kondratyuk** (University of Lund)
Conversation analysis of successful and unsuccessful cases of psychotherapy: methodological challenges

13:45-14:15
**Dulce Pinto, Eugénia Ribeiro & Ana Pinheiro** (University of Minho)
The therapeutic collaboration in a dropout case of narrative therapy: Studying the non-collaborative episodes between the therapist and the client using conversation analysis
Michelle O’Reilly (University of Leicester), Khalid Karim (University of Leicester) & Nikki Parker (Birmingham and Solihull Mental Health Foundation Trust)
“So when you ↓ said that you were going to take a ↓ knife to yourself (0.99). Yeah (1.15) what were you ↓ hoping would happen?”

COFFEE

Elina Weiste (University of Helsinki)
Prosody and empathic communication in psychotherapy interaction

Chiara M. Monzoni (University of Helsinki) & Markus Reuber (University of Sheffield)
The use of medical labels when doctors communicate and explain the diagnosis of psychogenic non-epileptic seizures

Anssi Peräkylä (University of Helsinki)
Self and social interaction: from narcissism to face work

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION